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ORDERINGS, MULTICOLORING, AND CONSISTENTLY ORDERED
MATRICES*
DAVID L. HARRAR IIt
Abstract. The use of multicoloring as a means for the efficient implementation of diverse it-
erative methods for the solution of linear systems of equations, arising from the finite difference
discretization of partial differential equations, on both parallel (concurrent) and vector computers
has been extensive; these include SOR-type and preconditioned conjugate gradient methods as well
as smoothing procedures for use in multigrid methods. Multicolor orderings, corresponding to re-
orderings of the points of the discretization, often allow a local decoupling of the unknowns. Some
new theory is presented which allows one to quickly verify whether or not a member of a certain
class of matrices is consistently ordered (or vr-consistently ordered) solely by looking at the structure
of the matrix under consideration. This theory allows one to quickly ascertain that, while many
well-known multicoloring schemes do give rise to coefficient matrices which are consistently ordered,
many others do not. Some alternative orderings and multicoloring schemes proposed in the literature
are surveyed and the theory is applied to the resulting coefficient matrices.
Key words, multicoloring, consistently ordered matrices, iterative methods, concurrent
computers
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1. Introduction. The discretization by finite differences, or finite elements, of
elliptic partial differential equations often leads to the solution of linear systems of
equations
(1) Au- y.
With the advent of parallel computers and vector processors, it has become appar-
ent that the use of alternative orderings, i.e., other than the natural or lexicographic
ordering, may increase efficiency in the implementation of many iterative methods
for solving (1); these methods include the Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel, and successive over-
relaxation (SOR) iterations, and various preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG)
methods, as well as smoothing procedures for use in multigrid methods.
This leads naturally to the use of the technique of multicoloring to decouple the
unknowns at the grid points of a finite difference, or finite element, discretization
of a partial differential equation. The basic idea is to "color" the grid points so
that unknowns corresponding to grid points of a particular color are coupled only
with unknowns of other colors. Thus all unknowns of a single color can be updated
simultaneously, i.e., in parallel, or with a single vector instruction, assuming that the
unknowns are stored appropriately.
In general, multicoloring with p colors corresponds to a partitioning r of the
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coefficient matrix of the system (1) into the block p p form
(2) Ap
A1,1 AI,2 A,p
A2,1
Ap-l,p
Ap, Ap,_ A,
where the diagonal blocks A are square. Full decoupling of all unknowns of a given
color from those of other colors obtains if the A are diagonal, and, in general, a
significant number of the off-diagonal blocks Aj contain only zeros. Throughout this
paper we maintain the notational convention that a single subscript on a matrix name
is used to emphasize the block order of that matrix; when necessary for clarity, the
corresponding partitioning r carries the same subscript as in "rp."
Multicoloring has been used ubiquitously for the solution of linear systems by it-
erative methods on both parallel and vector computers (for a review, see, e.g., Ortega
and Voigt [16]). Although more often a multicoloring scheme is used in conjunction
with SOR-type iterative methods (e.g., Adams and Ortega [2] and O’Leary [15]), it
can also prove useful with PCG methods. Poole and Ortega [18] use multicoloring
to carry out incomplete Cholesky preconditioning on vector computers, and Harrar
and Ortega [11] used a red/black ordering to efficiently vectorize a symmetric succes-
sive overrelaxation (SSOR) preconditioner. The parallel and vector implementation
of SSOR PCG (as well as SOR) via multicoloring is also discussed in Harrar and
Ortega [10], where a compromise is proposed between the faster convergence rate
obtained with the natural ordering and the superior degree of parallelism and/or
vectorization provided by the red/black ordering (see 5.2).
When solving elliptic problems using multigrid methods, much of the computa-
tion time is spent on the relaxation procedure used at each grid level. Multicoloring
is useful in this area as well. For example, Gauss-Seidel smoothing with a red/black
ordering is quite effective (Foerster, Stiiben, and Trottenberg [5]), alternating direc-
tion line methods are particularly robust, and zebra orderings (5.1) are useful for
anisotropic equations (Stiiben and Trottenberg [20]).
Not long ago a fair amount of attention was given to the concept of consistently
ordered (CO) matrices (see 2) and some generalizations thereof: generalized CO
(GCO), CO(q, r) (see 6), GCO(q, r) (we note that GCO (q, r) matrices are p-cyclic
in the sense of Varga [23]), and r-CO matrices (Young [25]). Much of the foundation
of the work done in this area can be found in the classical texts, Young [25] and
Varga [23]. Lately, however, interest in whether or not the coefficient matrix A of
(1) is consistently ordered has somewhat waned. As a result, we often work with a
system of equations that is not CO (or GCO, r-CO, etc.) when a simple permutation
of the elements of A might yield a matrix with one or more of these properties. The
motivation for wanting the coefficient matrix A to have one or more of these properties
is discussed in 2 along with some concepts related to consistent ordering.
In 3 and 4, we give some new theoretical results as to when matrices with a
certain underlying block structure may be CO or r-CO ("block" CO). In 5, we apply
these results to show the consistent ordering of some standard alternative orderings
and the lack of this property for some other orderings proposed in the literature.
Section 6 contains some applications of the results to another class of matrices, and
in 7 we summarize our results.
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2. Consistently ordered matrices and related concepts. One property
that may or may not obtain for the coefficient matrix A as a result of a reorder-
ing of the unknowns is that of being a CO matrix. Rather than appealing directly to
the definition of a CO matrix (Young [25, Def. 5.3.2]), it is often more convenient to
use the notion of a compatible ordering vector.
DEFINITION 2.1. The vector / (’)’1, ")’2, , n)T, where the
-
are integers, is a
compatible ordering vector for the matrix A of order n if, for aj 0,
1 if i >j,(3) "-’J
-1 if i < j.
The usefulness of compatible ordering vectors is made clear by the following theorem.
THEOREM 2.2 (Young [25, Thm. 5.3.2]). A matrix A is consistently ordered if
and only if a compatible ordering vector exists .for A.
Determination of the optimum relaxation parameter for the SOR method applied
to the system (1) via Young’s classical SOR theory [25] is based upon the relationship
(A + w- 1)2 AT2#2 between the eigenvalues # and A of the Jacobi and SOR
iteration matrices, respectively, associated with A; w is the relaxation parameter.
The derivation of this eigenvalue relation is based upon a determinantal invariance
which is true for T-matrices (see Definition 2.8 in 3). CO matrices were introduced as
a more general class of matrices for which this eigenvalue relation holds. Analogous
relations relating Jacobi eigenvalues to those of the corresponding SSOR iteration
matrix have been obtained by Chong and Cai [3] for GCO(k,p- k) matrices and
Li and Varga [13] for GCO(q, r) matrices. We note also that CO matrices possess
property A as defined by Young.
Young [24] conjectured, and Varga [21] proved, that orderings resulting in CO
coefficient matrices were optimal in terms of rate of convergence for the SOR method
with w 1, i.e., the Gauss-Seidel method. However, the usefulness of this theory is
not limited solely to the use of SOR-type methods. For example, Harrar and Ortega [9]
used the fact that a 2-cyclic matrix is CO and a result relating the eigenvalues of the
corresponding SOR and SSOR iteration matrices, to derive an optimality result for
the relaxation parameter w in the context of the m-step SSOR PCG method. We
note that the effect of consistent ordering, if any, on the rate of convergence of SSOR
PCG methods is not known. For more details on the motivation for desiring that a
matrix be CO, see Harrar [8] and, of course, Young [25].
In the sequel, we are concerned primarily with the property of being CO for block
p x p matrices of the form (2). To this end we have a weaker version of consistent
ordering.
DEFINITION 2.3. Let the matrix A be partitioned as in (2) and define a p p
matrix Z (zrs) by
0 ifArs=O,(4) z 1 ifA 0.
The matrix A is rp-consistently ordered (rp-CO) if Z is consistently ordered.
We note that, according to our notation, an (n n)-CO matrix is also rn-CO.
Analogous to Definition 2.1 for a compatible ordering vector, we now introduce
the concept of a rp-compatible ordering vector for a block p p matrix. This definition
is intimated in Young [25]; we formalize it here.
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DEFINITION 2.4. The vector 7 (’1, "2,’.’, .)/p)T, where the 7i are integers, is a
rp-compatible ordering vector for the block p x p matrix A if, for Z corresponding to
A, as defined in (4), (3) holds.
We state without proof the following analog of Theorem 2.2.
THEOREM 2.5. A block p x p matrix A is rp-CO if and only if there exists for A
a rp-compatible ordering vector.
Obviously, a matrix of the form (2) can be r-CO and still not be CO. For example,
a full 4 x 4 matrix partitioned as a block 2 x 2 matrix is r2-CO but is not CO, since
we cannot construct a compatible ordering vector for it. This is because in such a
matrix we have aij
-
0 for all indices i, j, and the following observation holds.
OBSERVATION 2.6. It is impossible to construct a (rp)-compatible ordering vector
for a matrix of (block) order p > 2, all of whose (block) elements are nonzero; that is,
no (block) full matrix of (block) order p > 2 is (rp)-CO.
We also note the following.
OBSERVATION 2.7. All matrices of order greater than one are r2-CO.
As shown in Theorems 2.9 and 2.10 below, one type of matrix of the form (2)
that is both r-CO and CO is a T-matrix.
DEFINITION 2.8. A matrix with the block tridiagonal form
T,
D1
where the Di are square diagonal matrices, is a Tp-matrix.
It is easily verified that / (1, 2,..., p)T is a rp-compatible ordering vector
for a matrix of the form (5) where the Di need not be diagonal. Thus we have the
following theorem.
THEOREM 2.9. A block p p tridiagonal matrix is a rp-CO matrix.
(This is proved in a different manner by Hageman and Young [6].) Of course, an
immediate corollary is that Tp-matrices are rp-CO.
Now, although block tridiagonal matrices are not generally CO, T-matrices are.
THEOREM 2.10 (Young [25, Thm. 5.3.1]). A T-matrix is a CO matrix.
The property of being r-CO is important because it is often the case that, al-
though a given matrix may not be CO, it is r-CO for some partitioning r of A into
blocks. And, in such circumstances, we may apply the results of the classical SOR
theory to the partitioned matrix, i.e., we obtain an eigenvalue relation between the
eigenvalues of the Jacobi and SOR iteration matrices, respectively, corresponding to
the block partitioning of A. Of course, since the eigenvalues of the block Jacobi itera-
tion matrix are a function of the matrix elements, it is generally nontrivial to compute
them. But, for example, we can compute the optimal relaxation parameter Wopt and
the corresponding spectral radius Popt for line SOR methods (see 5.1).
3. The addition of block bidiagonal matrices Br to Tp. In this section we
investigate what types of matrices can be added to block tridiagonal matrices (and
hence also to T-matrices) so that the resulting matrix sum is still r-CO or even CO.
This section is divided into three subsections. First, we examine the case in which the
block tridiagonal matrix has no zero blocks on the first sub- or superdiagonal, that
is, Hi 0 or Ki 0 for i 1,... ,p- 1 in (5). Next, we consider the case in which
the block p x p tridiagonal matrix has intermittent zero blocks on these diagonals,
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say Hkq 0, Kkq 0 for k 1,..., r where r p/q and q is some integer that
divides p evenly; the generalization to the case for which these zero blocks are spaced
nonuniformly should be obvious. Finally, we investigate the case in which the block
tridiagonal matrix is a T-matrix.
Note throughout this paper that all results on r-consistent ordering for block
matrices imply concomitant corollaries for the case of consistent ordering of nonblock
matrices as a result of the correspondence inherent in Definition 2.3. That is, all
results for block p x p matrices with blocks Aij in terms of r-consistent ordering
imply exactly analogous results for n x n (where n p) matrices with elements aij in
terms of consistent ordering.
3.1. Tp has no zero blocks on the first sub- or superdiagonal. Here we
consider the class of block p x p tridiagonal matrices Tp which have no zero blocks on
either the first subdiagonal or the first superdiagonal. We find that, for the matrix
sum Tp / An to be rp-CO, Ap must also be block tridiagonal. Although somewhat
obvious, we state the result as a theorem in order to facilitate reference to it below.
The proof illustrates the general method of proof used throughout.
THEOREM 3.1. Let Tp be a block tridiagonal matrix of the .form (5) where the
Di are not necessarily diagonal, and suppose that Ap has the block p p form (2)
where the blocks are partitioned commensurately with those of Tp. If Hi 0 and
Hi -Ai,i+l, or Ki 0 and Ki -Ai+l,i, for i 1,... ,p- 1, then the matrix
Tp + Ap is a rp-CO matrix if and only if Aiy 0 if > j + 1 or j > i + 1, i.e., An is
block tridiagonal.
Proof. Clearly the sum of block tridiagonal matrices is also block tridiagonal, so
that if Ap is, then so is Tp / Ap. Therefore, Tp + Ap is rp-CO by Theorem 2.9.
Now, assume that Tp + An is rp-CO, and suppose that Aij 0 for some i, j with,
without loss of generality, j > i + 1. Since Tp / Ap is rp-CO, we can, by Theorem 2.5
construct a rp-compatible ordering vector /for Tp + An. Now, either [Tp + Ap]i,i+
Hi + Ai,i+ 0 or [Tp + Ap]i+, Ki q- Ai+,i O, for 1,... ,p- 1 since
Hi -Ai,i+l or Ki -Ai+,i, respectively. Therefore, we must have /i+1 -i 1
for i 1,..., p- 1. Now, [Tp + Ap]ij Aij O, so that we also require /j -/i 1.
However,
since j > i + 1, a contradiction. Therefore, we must have Aiy 0 for j > + 1. The
case Aij 0 with i > j + 1 is exactly analogous. [:]
We note that, under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, if Tp and Ap are T-matrices,
then Tp + Ap is CO by Theorem 2.10 since the sum of T-matrices is a T-matrix.
However, the corresponding "only if" part of the theorem does not hold, in general,
for T-matrices and consistent ordering. Although it is possible to add matrices other
than T-matrices to a T-matrix to obtain a CO matrix, the only type we can add
without knowing anything about the internal structure of the o-diagonal blocks of T
and A is a T-matrix.
The following is an immediate corollary of Theorem 3.1.
COROLLARY 3.2. Let the n n matrix A be such that all of the elements on
the first sub- or superdiagonal are nonzero. Then A is CO if and only if aij 0 for
j>i+l andi>j+l.
3.2. Tp has intermittent zero blocks on the first sub- and superdiagonal.
We now consider block tridiagonal matrices that have intermittent zero blocks on the
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first off-diagonals. That is, we let the matrix T have the block r x r diagonal form
T diag(Tll,T22,...,Trr),
where the q x q diagonal blocks Tkk are of the form
(7)
Al+l,l+l Al+l,l+2
A+2,+I
Al+q-l,l+q
Al+q,l+q-1 Al+q,l+q
for k 1,...,r, where (k- 1)q and p qr. According to our notational
convention, T Tr Tp, where T is block r x r unidiagonal with q x q blocks and
Tp is block p x p tridiagonal with zero blocks every qth entry on the first sub- and
superdiagonals. Since Tp is block tridiagonal, it is rp-CO by Theorem 2.9 (it is also
trivially r-CO). Of course, if the diagonal blocks A+i,g+i, 1,... ,q are square
diagonal matrices, i.e., A+i,+ D+ in (7), then Tp given by (6), (7) is also a
Tp-matrix and hence CO by Theorem 2.10.
Now consider the class of block r x r bidiagonal matrices of the form
(8) Brm
0 Bm
Brm_l,r
B" 0r,r--1
m k 1 r- 1 may have only one nonzerowhere the q q nonzero blocks Bk,k+l,
block lower diagonal (m mL
(9) " "Bk,k+ Lk,k+
Al+mL,kq+l
Akq,(k+l)q--(mL--1)
where mL 2,...,q, or a nonzero block main diagonal (mL 1 in (9)), or one
nonzero block upper diagonal (m mv)
Al+l,kq+mu
(10) m myB,+ U,+
Akq-(mv-1),(k+l)q
where mu 2,...,q. The blocks Bkm+l,k, k 1,...,r- 1 have the same block
structure as the blocks (Btm,k+)T. Note that Tp is block tridiagonal of block order p
while Bm is block bidiagonal of block order r p/q; the block orders are different.
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We now have the following lemma.
LEMMA 3.3. Let Tp be given by (6), (7) and B be given by (8) with (9) or (10).
Then the matrix Tp +B is rp-CO for all values of
mL 1,..., q,(11) m
mu 2, q.
Proof. We show that the matrices Tp +B are rp-CO by showing the existence of
rp-compatible ordering vectors /. We treat separately the cases in which the blocks
Bk,k+1" have the form (9) or (10), i.e., m mi or m mu, respectively. First, assume
m mLthat Bk,k+ Lk,k+l, so that they have the form (9). In this case a rp-compatible
ordering vector for Tp + BmL is given by
L [1,..., q, mL
-
1,..., mL + q, 2mL
-
1,..., 2mL + q,
(r- 1)mL + 1,..., (r- 1)mL + q iT,
or, in a somewhat more compact form notationally,
(12) /L=[((k_l)mL+l,(k_l)mL+2,...,(k_l)mL+q),k=l,...,r]T.
m muNow, suppose that m mu, i.e., Bk,k+ Uk,k+ has the form (10). Then we obtain
the ’-compatible ordering vector
(3) vu [((k- 1)(mu 2)+ 1, (k- 1)(mu 2)+ 2,...,(k- 1)(mu 2) + q),k 1,...,r]T
for Tp + Binv. We may verify that the vectors L and v given by (12) and (13),
respectively, are rp-compatible ordering vectors for the matrices Tp + Bm where the
blocks Bk,+l ofB have the form (9) and (10), respectively. Thus, by Theorem 2.5,
Tp +B is rp-CO for all values of m given by (11). [:]
The regularity among the elements of the rp-compatible ordering vectors for the
matrices Tp+Bm is quite striking. Note that the elements of these vectors correspond-
ing to a given block Bk,mk+l are consecutive integers beginning with the (k- 1)q + 1st
element of the vector; this is true for k 1,..., r. That is, we have
(14) "(k-1)qTi "(k-1)qTi-1
-
1, i 2,...,q, k 1,...,r.
Therefore, for a given k, the only element of /that depends on elements corresponding
to another value of k is the (k 1)q + 1st; the rest of the elements for that given k
can be obtained using (14). This suggests that it may be possible to construct p-
compatible ordering vectors for matrices Tp + Br (Tp given by (6), (7)) where the
matrix Br now has the somewhat more general block r r bidiagonal form
(15) Br
0 Bl,m
B,
r,r--1
l:mr--1
0
mkwhere each of the q q nonzero blocks B,k+l, i 1,..., r- 1, has the form (9) or
(10); that is, each mk can take on any value m in (11)
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LEMMA 3.4. Let Tp be given by (6), (7) and let Br be given by (15) with each
mkBk,k+ given by (9) or (10), and where each mk takes on a value of m from (11).
Then the matrix Tp + Br is rp-CO for all choices of Br, i.e., .for all combinations of
the ink.
Proof. Using the rp-compatible ordering vectors which we constructed in the
proof of Lemma 3.3, we show how to construct a 7rp-compatible ordering vector for
mTp + B, given any B of the form (15). Consider the block Bk,k/1. If this block has
the form (9) so that mk mL for some mL, then we notice from (12) that in going
L to L If has the block strictlyfrom /kq /kq+l, we need only add mL to (k--1)q+l’L Bk,k+lmk
upper triangular form (10), we see that vq+l can be obtained by subtracting mv 2
from v/(k- 1)q+ 1" In summary, then, we have
/(-1)q+1 + mk, if mk mL,(16) (k-1)q+ (m 2), if mk raG.
Of course, as noted above, the remaining elements are contiguous and would be
calculated using (14). Now, the construction of a rp-compatible ordering vector for
Tp +Br proceeds as follows. We take as the first q elements of the vector , the integers
1,..., q, i.e., -yi i,i 1,..., q. Next, we consider the block Bl,m. If this block is
block lower triangular, then we set "q+l 1
--
ml 1 + ml, "qnUi "qTi--1
--
1, i
2,..., q. However, if B, is block strictly upper triangular, we cannot simply use
(16) to calculate /q+ since for ml > 2 we would obtain a value for 7q+ which was
nonpositive. To mitigate this problem, we would add m 2 to the first q elements of
7, then calculate 7q+1 using (16) and the next q- 1 elements again using (14); we can
do this because, clearly from Definition 2.1, if 7 is a r-compatible ordering vector, then
mk k--2 r-1 weso is 7+ ti where ti is any constant vector. With the blocks Bk,k+l, ,..
proceed in exactly the same fashion obtaining q+l from /(k-)q+ using (16) with
mm mk and then using (14) to calculate the next q- 1 elements of 7. If Bk,k+ has
the form (10), we first check if /kq+l /(k-1)q+l --(ink- 2) > 0; if not, then we
first add mk 2 to the thus far computed kq elements of . When we have proceeded
mthrough all of the blocks Bk,k+, we have constructed a rp-compatible ordering vector
for Tp + Br, thus, by Theorem 2.5, Tp
-
B is 7t’p-CO. []
We now show that, if Br is of the form (15), then Tp + Br cannot be rp-CO unless
each of the blocks B,e+l, k 1,... ,r- 1, has one of the unidiagonal forms (9), (10).
THEOREM 3.5. Let Tp be given by (6), (7) and let Br be given by (15). Then the
matrix sum Tp + B is rp-CO if and only if each Bk,k+, k 1,..., r 1, is given by
(9) or (10), where each mk takes on a value of m from (11).
Proof. If each B,+I is given by (9) or (10) with mk taking on a value of m from
(11), then Tp + B is rp-CO by Lemma 3.4.
m has a form different from (9) andWe now show that if any of the blocks Bk,k+
(10), then it is impossible to construct a rp-compatible ordering vector for Tp + B;
thus the matrix sum Tp + B is not 7rp-CO by Theorem 2.5. Consider the block
Bk,k+m where k is now fixed and is chosen from the range of values k 1,. r 1.
We assert that given one nonzero block Al+,kq+j (recall that (k- 1)q), where
mk
" the only other blocks of Bk,k+ which can be nonzero arei, je{1,..,q},inBk,k+,
those lying along the diagonal of which Al+i,kq+j is a member.
We treat two cases: In Case 1 (i >_ j), Al+i,kq+j is in the lower triangular portion
of Bk,+ or on the main diagonal of Bk,k+1. In Case 2 (i < j), Al+i,kq+j is in the
upper triangular portion of B,+.
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mk mLCase 1 (i >_ j). From (9) we see that Bk,k+ Bk,k+ where mL i--j + l
and At+i,kq+j 0 for some i,j where mL <_ <_ q and 1 <_ j <_ q- (mL 1). The
parameter mL uniquely determines the diagonal of which Al+i,kq+j is a member, and
it can be seen that all elements of this diagonal are of the form At+i,kq+j where the
integer pair (i, j) is a member of the set
(17) AmL { (i, j)lmL <_ i <_ q, 1 <_ j <_ q (mL 1) and i j mL 1 }.
Assume now that, for some ,v/ E {1,..., q}, A+,q+v 0 and (,r/) hmL.
Then, in order that a rp-compatible ordering vector exist, the requirement (3) becomes
1 if l+ > kq+r,71+ /kq+
-1 if + < kq + 7.
However, since ,v/ E {1,... ,q}, we can never have + > kq + 7. Noting that
kq kq (k 1)q q so that + < kq + 7 is always satisfied, we thus require
(18) /+ /q+, -1.
Now, since the elements of
-
are consecutive for indices from + 1 to kq,
(19)
Similarly, the elements of /are consecutive for indices from kq + 1 to (k + 1)q so that
(0)
/kqTv (’kq+, --"kq-t--l) -}- ("/kq4-vl-1 --Q/kq+,-2) -}-’’"-}- (kq-]-2 --kq-lr-1) + "/kq+
(r 1) + "Ykq+l.
Subtracting (20) from (19) and using the first line of (16), we have
(21) "Y+ "kq+vl ( ?) -}- /+1 "’kq+l ( ?) mE.
Substituting into (18) this gives
-I mi--1.
But then, from the definition of Amr, we would have (, ) A,r, a contradiction.
Therefore, we must have A+,q+, 0 for (, r/) not in AmL.
mk contains a nonzeroCase 2 (i < j). In this case we assume that the block Bk,k+
block Al+i,kq+j, where now 1 <_ <_ q- (mu 1) and mu <_ j <_ q. Thus Bk,k+
ma where mu j- + 1 From (10) we see that for any elementhas the form Bk,k+
A+i,kq+j of the diagonal determined by mu the integer pair (i, j) is a member of the
set
(22) Tma {(i,j)llEi<_q-(mv-1),mv<_j<_qandj-i--mv-1}.
Now, assume that At+,kq+, # 0 for some , r] {1,..., q} such that (, y) Tm.
Then, analogous to Case 1, in order that a rp-compatible ordering vector exist for
Tp + Br, we again obtain the requirement (18). Using (19) and (20) and the third
line of (16), from which ,t+ "kq+ mu 2, (21) becomes
+ "Ykq+v ( 7) + mu 2.
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Substituting this into (18) we get
-r] l-mu,
so that (, r/) is in Tmu, a contradiction. Thus Al+,kq+n 0 for (, r/) not in Tmu.
Therefore, we conclude that, in order that a rp-compatible ordering vector exist for
mTp / Br so that Tp / Br is Zrp-CO, the nonzero blocks Bk,k+ of B must, for each k,
have one of the unidiagonal forms (9), (10), and the proof is complete.
3.3. Tp is a Tp-matrix. Now, we consider the case in which Tp is a Tp-matrix
with intermittent zeros on the first sub- and superdiagonal. Of course, in this case, a
matrix of the form Tp + B, is still Zrp-CO by Theorem 3.5, but it turns out that such
a matrix is also CO.
THEOREM 3.6. Suppose that the diagonal blocks Al+i,+i of (7) are square diag-
onal matrices, and let Br be a block bidiagonal matrix of the form (15). Then any
matrix of the form Tp + Br where Tp is given by (6), (7) is CO if each of the blocks
Bkm,k+l Of Br is given by one of the unidiagonal forms (9), (10).
m is given by (9) or (10) with mk taking on a value of mProof. If each Bk,k+l
from (11), then we show that we can easily construct a compatible ordering vector
for Tp + Br using our previous results. Let s denote the order of the diagonal blocks
At+i,t+i. (The case in which these blocks each have different order, say st+i, is no
more difficult to prove; however, the subscripting becomes overly cumbersome.) We
assert that, in order to construct a compatible ordering vector for Tp + B, we must
only take the Zrp-compatible ordering vector (which we now denote /’) for Tp / B,
constructed as in the proof of Lemma 3.4, and repeat each element s times. That is,
with (k- 1)q, we set
(23)
In order to verify that -y constructed in this manner is a compatible ordering vector
for Tp + B, we must show that (3) holds for all nonzero elements agh of Tp / Br;
note that g, h E {1,...,n} where n qrs. There are two situations that we must
treat: agh 7 0 represents an element of one of the off-diagonal blocks At+i,l+i+ of (7)
mand agh 7 0 represents an element of some At+i,q+j of Bk,k+1. Consider the case in
which agh 7 0 is an element of one of the off-diagonal blocks of (7), At+i,t+i+l. Then
we have
h (l + i)s + ,
where i, e {1,..., s}. So, requirement (3) becomes
if (l+i-1)s+i>(l+i)s+),
if(14-i-1)s+<(l+i)s+.
Since {, e {1,... ,s}, we can never have (1 + i 1)s + > (1 + i)s + , so we require
that
q’(+i-)s+ 3’(+i)+ -1.
By (23), this is equivalent to requiring that
"Yhi "hi+l 1,
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which is true in our construction of / by (14).
Now, we consider the case in which agh 0 is in a block Al+i,kq+j of Bk,k+1.
Then we have
(24) g (1 + i 1)s + , h (kq + j 1)s +
for some 5, E {1,..., s}. Proceeding as before, we obtain the requirement
’(ITi--1)s+i "/(kqTj-1)s+j -1.
By (23), we thus require that
(25) 7+ 7kq+j 1.
This is the requirement (18) with i, j, which we found to hold if and only if
(, ) (i, j) is in t, or Tmv, depending on whether mk mL or mk= mu, that
is, if and only if At+i,kq+j lies along the diagonal determined by ink. This is true by
assumption; thus (3) holds for
-a and /h corresponding to aah.
Hence, for any nonzero element of either of the two "types" of nonzero blocks
(At+i,z+i+l and Al+i,kq+j) of Tp + Br, the corresponding elements of given by (23)
satisfy the requirements set forth in Definition 2.1 of a compatible ordering vector.
Therefore, using (23), where the elements "kq+i are found as in the proof of Lemma 3.4,
we can construct a compatible ordering vector for Tp + Br, so it is a CO matrix by
Theorem 2.2. [
As was the case with Theorem 3.1 in 3.1, we cannot strengthen the above result to
be an "if and only if" statement. Although the blocks B,+I of B do not necessarily
have to have one of the block unidiagonal forms (9), (10) in order that the matrix sum
Tp + B (with Tp a Tp-matrix) be CO, we can only use the method of constructing a
mkcompatible ordering vector given in the proof of Theorem 3.6 if the Bk,k+ do have
one of these unidiagonal forms. Otherwise, we need to know something about the
internal structure of the Az+i,t+i+l of (7) and the Al+i,kq+j of Bk,k+1.
The method of proving Theorem 3.6 can be extended in a straightforward manner
to prove the following stronger and very useful result.
THEOREM 3.7. Let the block p p matrix A be given by (2), and suppose that the
diagonal blocks Aii, i 1,..., p are diagonal matrices. If A is rp-CO, then A is CO.
A proof of Theorem 3.7 would be similar to the following. If A is p-CO, then
by Theorem 2.5 there exists for A a p-compatible ordering vector, say p. Let si
denote the order of the diagonal block Aii, for 1,..., p. Now construct a vector /
7pby repeating each element /i of /’p si times. Then, using the method of proof used
for Theorem 3.6, we would show that the vector -, consisting of P
-i= si elements, is
a compatible ordering vector for A. Thus A is CO by Theorem 2.2. We note that
Young intimated this result by stating: If Ap is 7rp-CO, then Cp Dp Ap is CO,
where the blocks Dij of DB are given by Dii Aii and Dij O, j (Young [25,
Whm. 14.3.2]).
Often, when using a multicoloring scheme, we obtain a matrix with diagonal
blocks which are, in turn, diagonal. In this case, Theorem 3.7 provides an efficient
way of showing whether or not that matrix is CO by simply finding a p-compatible
ordering vector for it rather than a compatible ordering vector. In general, this should
represent a substantial simplification.
We note that the following corollary of Theorem 3.7 may also be useful.
COROLLARY 3.8. Let the block p p matrix A have diagonal blocks Aii,
1,...,p, which are block diagonal of block order s. Assume that A can also be patti-
tioned as a block t t matrix with t ps. If A is up-CO, then A is t-CO.
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4. The addition of more general block matrices Mr to Tp. The rp-COm-
patible ordering vectors constructed in the manner prescribed in 3.2 allow for even
more nonzero blocks in the matrix sum; these nonzero blocks must again take one
of the unidiagonal forms (9), (10). We consider the addition of a more general class
of block matrices Mr to block tridiagonal matrices Tp where the Mr have more than
just two nonzero block diagonals. We consider matrices Mr of the form
(26) Mr
where we again assume that this matrix is symmetrically structured. That is, the
nonzero block structure of a block Mij is the same as that of M. In the language
of previous sections, these matrices would be referred to as block "(2r 2)-diagonal"
matrices.
We denote the off-diagonal blocks of the matrix Mr of (26) by Mk,k+i, where
k 1,...,r and i 1,...,r- k; associated with each of these blocks will be a
value mk,k+i, selected from (11), which will determine the unidiagonal structure.
Thus i serves as an index for the superdiagonal (and, by the symmetrical structure
assumption, the associated subdiagonal) under consideration; the case i 1 was the
subject of 3.
We begin with the case i 2. There are several possible situations. The allowable
value of ink,k+2 depends on the values of mk,k+ and mk+l,k+2; that is, ink,k+2
depends on the values of m in the block to the left and in the block below the
k, k + 2nd block. There are four possibilities, depending on whether these values of
m are of the form mL or mv; the corresponding allowable values of ink,k+2 for rp-
consistent ordering are given below. (In (27) (28) by m,+2 0, we mean that
"-’k,k+2
Mm,+. has no nonzero elements.)
,k+2
(i) mk,k+l mL 1,..., q and mk+l,k+2 mL 1,..., q,
(27) mk,k+l -}-mk+l,k+2
_
q ==
mk,k+l "-b mk+l,k+2 q
ink,k/2 mL mk,k+l mk+l,k+2,
M’+ O.,k 2
(ii) mk,k+l mu 2,..., q and mk+l,k+2 mu 2,..., q,
mk,k+ + mk+l,k+2 2 <_ q(28)
mk,k++mk+,k+2--2>q
ink,k+2 mu mk,k+l "[-mk+l,k+2 2,
M’’+ 0,k--b2
(iii) mk,k+l mL 1,..., q and mk+,k+2 mu 2,..., q,
(29) mk,k+l > mk+l,k+2 2
mk,kq-1
_
mkq-l,k/2 2
ink,k+2 mL mk,k+l mk+l,kq-2 -k 2,
ink,k/2 mu mk+l,k+2 mk,k+l.
(iv) mk,k+l --mu 2,..., q and mk+l,k+2 ’-mL 1,..., q,
(30) mk/l,k+2
_
mk,k+l --2 ==
mk+l,kq-2 mk,kq-1 2
mk,kq-2 mu mk,kq-1 mkq-l,k/2,
mk,kq-2 mL mk+l,kq-2 mk,kq-1 2.
For values of i greater than 2, we use the values of any pair of re’s, mk,kq-t
and mkq-,kq-i, where 0 < t < i. For instance, to obtain the allowable value of,
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say ink,k+4, we could use any of the pairs mk,k+l, mk+l,k+4 or ink,k+2, mk+2,k+4 or
ink,k/3, mk+3,k/4. The formulas to be used to obtain the allowable value of mk,k/i
are exactly (27)-(30), except that we replace k -b 1 by k -b t and k q- 2 by k -b i. Note,
however, that when a block was set to zero as in the second lines of (i) and (ii) above,
we do not assume a value of 0 for m in that block; rather, m carries the value indicated
in the corresponding first line, although greater than q.
Proceeding in this manner, it is possible to check whether a block matrix is rp-
CO. If all of the diagonal blocks A+,+i are diagonal matrices, then, by Theorem 3.7,
we can check whether the matrix is CO.
5. Application of the theory to some multicolor orderings. In this section
we apply some of the results of 3 to some well-known and not so well-known orderings
that appear in the literature. Although convergence properties for these orderings are
beyond the scope of this paper, they can generally be found in the given references.
In order to concretize some of what follows, we apply the discussion to the solution
of the discretized analog of the two-dimensional Laplace problem
(31) 72U 0 in f [0, 1] x [0, 1],
u=O on 0f.
In the discretization we assume that there are an even number N of grid points in
each direction.
5.1. Line and zebra orderings. One frequently used class of orderings is the
class of line orderings. These are multicoloring schemes in which all of the points on
a given line of the grid, or group of lines, has the same color. Thus, for example, for
a two-dimensional problem on an N x N grid, a one-line ordering results in N colors,
while a k-line ordering gives N/k colors (we generally choose k so that it divides N
evenly).
Ordering the lines, or groups of lines, in the natural ordering from bottom to
top, the coefficient matrix under the usual five-point finite difference discretization,
as with a natural ordering of the grid points, has the form
(32) A tridiag(-I,T,-I), T- tridiag(-1,4- 1).
(Notationally, by tridiag(A, B, C), we mean the block tridiagonal matrix with matrices
B along the main diagonal, and matrices A, C along the first sub- and superdiagonals,
respectively.) Here T is N x N, and I is the identity matrix of order N. For k 1,
we have a block N x N structure. For general k, A would be partitioned as a block
k x matrix of kN x kN blocks. In each case, the matrix is block tridiagonal of
block order and hence is 7rN/k-CO by Theorem 2.9.
Next, consider a zebra ordering. We color all of the odd-numbered rows of the
grid, say, black, and all of the even-numbered rows white. Within each color we
then number the grid points in the natural ordering. Using a five-point stencil in the
discretization of (31), the coefficient matrix would have the red/black (block 2 x 2)
form
[ D1 C ] D1- D2 diag(T), C --tridiag(-I,-I, 0),(33) A-- cT D2
and T is given in (32). Here diag(T) is a block diagonal matrix with diagonal blocks
T. Di, C are block
-
x
-
while T, I are N x N. Since A is r2-CO with D1,D
block diagonal, Corollary 3.8 indicates that the coefficient matrix for a zebra ordering
is also rN-CO.
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5.2. Many-color red/black orderings. The many-color red/black orderings
of Harrar and Ortega [10] are of two general types: row-wise red/black orderings
and planar red/black orderings. The 1-row and 2k-row red/black orderings involve
imposing a red/black ordering on every row or 2k rows (lines) of the grid where
k 1, 2,..., N/2 and N is the number of rows. For three-dimensional problems, we
can also consider 1-plane and 2k-plane red/black orderings where a red/black ordering
is imposed on every plane or 2k planes of the grid, respectively. In either case, the
red and black unknowns of a given color are numbered in a natural ordering.
In general, for a 2k-row red/black ordering the linear system is of the form
(34)
D1 A2 0 A4
AIT2 D2 A23 0
0 ATa D3 A34 0
A1T4 0 A3T4 D4 A45
0 AaT
AcT6
A36
0
UR1
UB1
UR2
UB2
_:
Here the Di are diagonal matrices, um is the vector of unknowns associated with the
Ri grid points, and similarly for urn. For an N N grid the coefficient matrix is
block with kN kN blocks. For three-dimensional problems on an N N N
grid, a 2k-plane red/black ordering again yields a system of the form (34), where the
coefficient matrix is block --Nk , except that now the blocks are kN2 kN2 and
consist of more nonzero diagonals.
The coefficient matrix of the system (34) is a matrix of the form Tp + Ap where
p N/k; Tp is a Tp-matrix (a TN/k-matrix), and Ap is a block matrix which
has all zero blocks except for Ai,i+3 (and Ai+3,i ATi,i+3) where 1, 3,..., N 3.
All of the blocks on the first sub- and superdiagonals of Tp are nonzero. Thus, by
Theorem 3.1, Tp+Ap is not rp-CO. In order to determine whether or not the coefficient
matrix of (34) is CO, we would need to investigate the internal structure of its off-
diagonal blocks.
Now consider a 1-row red/black ordering. The system of equations corresponding
to a five-point finite difference discretization of (31) would have the block 2N 2N
form
(35)
D1 A2 A13 0
AT2 D2 0 A24
A1T3 0 D3 A34 A35
0 A2Ta A3Ta D4 0
AcT5
UR1
UB1
UR2
UB2 =f,
where each block is
-
-. This is also the form of the system of equations for the
three-dimensional analog of (31) in the case of a 1-plane red/black ordering except
that each block would be N2/2 N2/2 and the Ai,i+l, 1,... ,N- 1 would have
more nonzero diagonals.
Using the nomenclature of 3, the 1-row (1-plane) red/black coefficient matrix of
(35) is a matrix of the form Tp + Br, where p 2N, r N (p 2N2, r N2). Tp
is block tridiagonal with intermittent zero blocks every second block on the first sub-
and superdiagonals. Br is block bidiagonal where each block Bkm,k+l is block 2 2
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with m mL 1. This matrix is thus rp-CO by Lemma 3.4. In fact, from the proof
of Lemma 3.4, we see that a rp-compatible ordering vector for this matrix is given by
(12) with q 2, that is, ,L (1, 2, 2, 3,..., 2N, 2N+ 1)T. (For the three-dimensional
problem with a 1-plane red/black ordering, replace N by N2.) Since the diagonal
blocks of Tp are diagonal, Theorem 3.6 indicates that a compatible ordering vector
for Tp -b Br is given by
’7L [(1)N/2, (2)N/2, (2)N/2, (3)N/2,..., (2N)N/2, (2N -F 1)N/2]T
where (i)8 denotes the s-long vector, all of whose elements are i. Thus we know that
the matrix of (35) is CO without knowing anything about the internal structure of the
off-diagonal blocks.
Returning to the 2k-row red/black orderings, suppose that we reorder the un-
knowns as
(36) u (UR1, UB1, UB2, UR2, UR3, UB3, .)T.
Then, the coefficient matrix has the same block form as the 1-row red/black matrix
of (35), except that it is block
--
x
--
with kN kN blocks. Thus we again obtain
a rp-CO matrix which is, in fact, also CO. Harrar and Ortega [10] discussed this
reordering as a way to reduce the bandwidth of the coefficient matrix, but made no
mention of CO (or r-CO) matrices.
5.3. Other orderings. In this section, we discuss some other orderings that
have been proposed in the literature. The primary motivation for many of these
orderings is the need for more than two colors to decouple the unknowns under a nine-
point grid stencil (for a two-dimensional problem); in this case it is well known that at
least four colors are necessary. Adams and Jordan [1] identified 72 distinct four-color
orderings which could be used to bring about this local decoupling of unknowns. All
72 of these four-color orderings lead to matrices which are neither CO nor r4-CO.
Adams and Jordan [1] define a multicolor, or c-color, matrix to be a block matrix
of the form (2) with p c and where the diagonal blocks A are diagonal matrices.
They also define a multicolor T-matrix as a block tridiagonal matrix of the form
(37) TM tridiag(Ui_l, Mi, Li), i 1,..., s
(where, of course, U0 and L8 do not appear in the first and last rows, respectively).
In (37) the Mi are multicolor matrices, the Li are block strictly lower triangular, and
the Ui have the transposed structure of Li, respectively. Now, by Theorem 3.7, if
a multicolor matrix as defined above is rc-CO, it is CO. However, by Theorem 3.1,
if Ai,i+l 0, i 1,..., c- 1, then a multicolor matrix is not rc-CO if any of the
other Aij are nonzero. If some of the Ai,i+l do consist solely of zero entries, then
Theorem 3.5 and the theory of 4 may allow one to determine whether or not the mul-
ticolor matrix is rc-CO. However, TM given by (37) is always r-CO by Theorem 2.9,
and the main result of Adams and Jordan [1] is that TM and its associated multi-
color matrix have corresponding SOR iteration matrices with the same eigenvalues.
Thus, if the coloring is such that the multicolor matrix has an associated multicolor
T-matrix TM, we can apply the classical SOR theory to the rs-CO matrix TM to gain
information about the eigenvalues of the SOR iteration matrix associated with the
multicolor matrix which may be neither r-CO nor CO.
Kuo and Levy [12] also consider four-color orderings for a nine-point discretization
of a two-dimensional Poisson equation. Rather than analyzing the Jacobi iteration
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matrix in the space domain, they consider a simpler, yet equivalent, four-color itera-
tion matrix in the frequency domain. This matrix is not r4-CO; however, they point
out that it is r2-CO (recall Observation 2.7). Hence, they apply the SOR theory to
this frequency domain matrix partitioned as a block 2 2 matrix.
O’Leary [15] considered ordering schemes that would allow for the efficient im-
plementation on parallel computers of SOR-type iterative processes. These schemes
include the ,,p3,,, ,,T3,,, "H + H," "Cross," and "Box" orderings; the names are in-
dicative of the patterns made by the blocks of grid points of a single color, and each
ordering uses three colors. These ordering schemes give rise to coefficient matrices
of the form (2), where each of the diagonal blocks Aii is not a diagonal matrix. For
example, partitioned as a block 3 3 matrix, the coefficient matrix corresponding to
a p3 ordering of the grid points (under a nine-point stencil) has diagonal blocks Aii
which are block diagonal. O’Leary gives the sparsity structure for this matrix, and it
is immediately apparent that it is not r3-CO by Theorem 3.1 since blocks A1,2 and
A2,3 contain nonzero entries but so does block A1,3. The grid corresponding to the
sparsity structure pictured in [15] has five points "per P" if the block of points P is
internal to the grid. Thus many of the diagonal blocks internal to the Aii, i 1, 2, 3,
are 5 5 and full. Therefore, this matrix is also not CO (see Observation 2.6).
Shortley and Weller [19] considered the use of k k square blocks of points with
the Gauss-Seidel method for the solution of (31). Patter and Steuerwalt [17] point out
that k k block orderings lead to coefficient matrices which satisfy block property A
(Young [25] refers to this as property A()); in fact, these orderings give rise to T-CO
matrices. We obtain a coefficient matrix of the form Tp + Br where Tp is a block
()2 ()2 tridiagonal matrix of the form (6), (7) with zero blocks every blocks
on the first sub- and superdiagonals. Br is block bidiagonal of the form (15)
with nonzero blocks Bk,k+ which are block unidiagonal with mk= mi 1.
Thus the coefficient matrix corresponding to a k k block ordering on an N N grid
is (N/k):-CO by Theorem 3.5.
Duff and Meurant [4] considered preconditioning by incomplete factorization in 17
different orderings, including the natural, red/black, zebra, and four-color orderings
already discussed. The methods of this paper can be applied to many of the orderings
discussed there including forward, reverse, and alternating diagonal orderings (Young
showed that a forward diagonal ordering gives a CO matrix), a diagonal ordering of
k k blocks, a spiral ordering, and two block orderings attributed to Van der Vorst;
see Harrar [8].
Although the Laplace problem with Dirichlet boundary conditions (BCs) yields a
CO system of equations under a natural ordering, if we assume periodic BCs in either
coordinate direction, the coefficient matrix is no longer CO. The theory of 4 indicates
that it is also no longer N-CO. However, now consider a red/black ordering. With
an even number N of grid points in each direction, the matrix is block 2 2 with
blocks of dimension N2/2. It is trivially r2-CO (Observation 2.7), and its diagonal
blocks are diagonal matrices; thus it is also CO by Theorem 3.7. We note that with
an odd number of grid points in either direction, the matrix is not, in general, CO
under a red/black ordering since we would no longer have full decoupling. Boundary
unknowns would depend on unknowns of the same color interior to the grid so that
the diagonal blocks of the coefficient matrix would no longer be diagonal. One way to
overcome this difficulty may be to consider certain coloring schemes with more than
two colors; see Harrar [7].
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6. Tp(q, r)-matrices and (q, r)-CO matrices. As pointed out in 1, there are
several generalizations of the class of CO matrices other than that of the class of r-CO
matrices. These include (q,r)-CO, generalized (q,r)-CO ((q,r)-GCO), and r-GCO
matrices (Young [25]). In this section, we do not treat either of these "generalized"
versions, although we try to give a few examples of the ways in which our previous
results can be used to obtain some information concerning (q, r)-CO matrices. In
particular, these results apply to the class of Tp(q, r)-matrices; this class represents a
generalization of the class of T-matrices originally defined in 2. We note that in this
section, q and r have no relation to the q and r of previous sections. When we mean
q and r as used previously, we denote them by and .
A formal definition of a (q, r)-CO matrix can be found in Young [25]. We note
only that a (1, 1)-CO matrix is a CO matrix in the sense of 2. Analogous to this
generalization of CO matrices, we generalize the concept of a Tp-matrix to obtain
Definition 6.1 (Young [25]).
DEFINITION 6.1. Let q and r be positive integers less than p. The matrix A is a
Tp(q, r)-matrix if it can be partitioned into the block p p form A (Aj) where, for
each i, Aii Di is a square diagonal matrix and where all other blocks vanish, except
possibly for the blocks Ai,i+r, i 1, 2,..., p r and Ai,i_q, i q + 1, q + 2,..., p.
Clearly a Tp(1, 1)-matrix is a Tp-matrix as given by Definition 2.8. Also, just as
T-matrices are CO, so too are T(q, r)-matrices (q, r)-CO. However, we try to show
under what circumstances Tp(q, r)-matrices are also p-CO and, since their diagonal
blocks are diagonal matrices, CO by Theorem 3.7.
Now, note that for the purposes of showing (t-)consistent ordering, a Tp(q, r)-
matrix with either q 1 or r 1 can be treated as a matrix of the form Tp + Be
where Tp is a Tp-matrix and Be is a block / bidiagonal matrix with nonzero
elements on its qth or rth sub- or superdiagonal, respectively. The case q 1 is of
particular importance since Varga [22] gave a complete analysis of this case, and then
Nichols and Fox [14] showed that the SOP method is not effective if q > 1. Also, the
important class of p-cyclic matrices, p _> 2 consists of matrices with nonzero diagonal
elements which have a corresponding Jacobi iteration matrix that is permutationally
similar to a Tp(1, r)-matrix where r -p- 1. Therefore, in what follows, we consider
only the case in which one of q and r is unity.
Appealing to Theorem 3.1, we obtain our first result.
THEOREM 6.2. Let q and r be positive integers less than p. Suppose A is a
Tp(1, r)-matrix such that A,+r O, i 1,...,p- r and A,-I O, i 2,...,p.
Similarly, suppose is a Tp(q, 1)-matrix such that t,+ O, i 1,... ,p- 1 and
i,i_q 0, i q + 1, q + 2,..., p. Then A is rp-CO and CO if and only if r 1, and
is 7p-CO and CO if and only if q 1.
Proof. Let A () be as given in the hypothesis of the theorem. Then A () has
no zero blocks on its first subdiagonal (superdiagonal). Suppose that A () is rp-CO.
Then, by Theorem 3.1, A (i.) can have no zero blocks outside the first off-diagonals.
That is, we must have r 1 (q 1).
Now, assume that r 1 (q 1). Then A (i.) is a Tp(1, 1)-matrix, i.e., a Tp-
matrix. Thus, by Theorem 2.9, A () is p-CO, and, by Theorem 3.7, A () is
CO.
Analogous to our progression in 3, we now consider the case in which the first
subdiagonal (q 1) or the first superdiagonal (r 1) has some zero blocks. The
remainder of the results of this section are stated only for the case q 1, but it is
trivial to adjust the proofs to handle the case r 1; this should be clear from the
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proof of Theorem 6.2 given above.
First, we treat the case in which A is a Tp(1, r)-matrix, with r p- 1, and has
at least one zero block on the q 1 subdiagonal; in this case, A is trivially a p-cyclic
matrix.
THEOREM 6.3. Let A be a Tp(1,p- 1)-matrix, p > 2. A is 7p-CO and CO if and
only if Ai,i-1 0 .for some i 2,..., p.
Proof. Let A be a rp-CO Tp(1,p- 1)-matrix and assume that A,i_l 0 for
i 2,...,p. By iheorem 6.2, a Tp(1, r)-matrix, all of whose blocks on the first
subdiagonal are nonzero, can be rp-CO if and only if r 1. However, we have
r p- 1, a contradiction. Thus we must have that one of Ai,i-, i 2,... ,p is
zero.
Now, assume that Ak,k-1 0 where k 2,..., p is fixed. The nonzero blocks of
A are Al,p and Ai,i_, i 2,...,k- 1, k + 1,...,p. Thus, in the construction of a
rp-compatible ordering vector for A, we require p- 1 and i --yi_ 1, where
2,..., k 1, k + 1,...,p. We may easily verify that the elements of the vector
(38) /(p) (p,p+ 1,...,p+ k- 2, k + 2, k + 3,...,p+ 1)T
satisfy both of these requirements. Thus A is rp-CO by Theorem 2.5 and CO by
Theorem 3.7.
In 3.2 we considered the case in which Tp was tridiagonal with intermittent zeros
every th entry on the first sub- and superdiagonal. We conclude this section with
a natural extension of the results of that section. Recall that there we eventually
allowed mk, which determined the position of the sole nonzero block diagonal in the
block Bk,k+mk of Be, to vary with each block. However, here we must keep mk constant
for all k so that the nonzero blocks Al+i,kq+j of all of the Bk,k/l will lie along the
same diagonal. This leads us to the final result of this section, which we state without
proof.
THEOREM 6.4. Let A be a Tp(1, r)-matrix with zero blocks every th position on
the first (q 1) subdiagonal. Suppose that r (l + mv for some mv 2,..., 0 or
r
-
(mL 2) for some mn 1,..., (. If the rth superdiagonal has m- 1 zero
blocks following every l- (m- 1) possibly nonzero blocks (where m mv or m mL,
depending on whether r r(mv) or r r(mL), respectively), then A is p-CO and
CO.
7. Summary. Multicoloring provides a valuable technique to increase efficiency
in implementing many iterative processes (SOR-type, PCG, multigrid, etc.) to solve
linear systems of equations, especially on today’s parallel and vector computers.
Application of Young’s classical SOR theory is valid when the coefficient matrix
of the system to be solved is CO. Often, especially when a multicoloring scheme is
introduced, we obtain a coefficient matrix that is not CO; however, this matrix may
be r-CO (block CO) for some partitioning r, although determination of whether or
not a given matrix is CO or r-CO is generally nontrivial. Though computer programs
exist to determine consistent ordering (Young [25]), these may be impractical for very
large matrices and do not, in general, take into account the sparsity structure inherent
in the coefficient matrices corresponding to multicolored systems. We have presented
some theory which allows us to ascertain quickly whether matrices which have an
underlying block tridiagonal structure are (r-)CO or not; such matrices are often
obtained when a multicoloring scheme is used.
We applied the theory to ordering schemes from the literature to show that while
some commonly used orderings give rise to CO or rp-CO (p > 2) matrices, many
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others do not. This is particulary true for multicolor orderings with more than two
colors.
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